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Abstract

An improved Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is presented which is applicable to high density ratio 3D flows for a

large range of bubble Reynolds number (Re). The method is based on the Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible

multi-phase flows which are discretized on a Cartesian staggered grid. The multi-grid technique together with the

pressure–velocity coupling scheme for multi-phase flows have resulted in an efficient solver which nearly exponentially

converge with the number of iterations. The convergence speed also shows negligible dependence on density ratio,

viscosity ratio and Re. A second-order accurate, non-diffusive, mass conservative phase transport model is presented

which does not suffer from unphysical over- or under-shoots of the phase variable. The high accurate normal, curvature

and surface tension force model in combination with the high-order defect-correction scheme for multi-phase flows

shows second-order global accuracy when applied to the transient bubble rise where the viscosity ratio is equal to one.

In contrast, the commonly used viscosity model for VOF introduces a first order error for the same problem. The VOF

method has been tested for different types of bubble flows at low Re and for path-oscillating and wobbling air bubbles

(in water) with a diameter range of 1:82 < D < 6 mm. The numerical results agree quantitatively with the available

experimental data. The investigations show that the proposed high accurate surface tension model can be used suc-

cessfully for wobbling flows with bubble deformation while maintaining the mass of the phases. The error in mass

conservation is directly proportional to the residual in solving the discrete problem.
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1. Introduction

Bubbles play an important role in many industrial applications such as bio-reactors, chemical industry,
boiling and cavitating turbines, pumps and ship propellers. The motion of bubbles may be very complex.

They may be subject to break-up or coalescence and may appear to move with a spiraling, zig-zagging or

rocking behavior. In addition to their path-instability the bubbles may undergo large shape deformation

and this oscillatory behavior of both path and shape of a bubble is often referred to as it is ‘‘wobbling’’. The

phenomena, which are associated with fluids of high-density ratio and low viscosity are not yet fully un-

derstood. In particular, the motion, the wake and the shape of bubbles are the subjects of active research.

Both Scardovelli and Zaleski [40] and Magnaudet and Eames [25] have emphasized the importance of full

3D, non-axisymmetric computations of wobbling bubbles in order to understand the underlying physics of
bubble flows.

Yet, only a limited amount of numerical work can be found in the existing literature. This is due to the

different numerical difficulties related to the simulations of wobbling bubbles. One of the aims of this paper

is to report a second-order, stable and numerically efficient scheme for handling bubble flows. Such a

detailed investigation for wobbling bubble flows using Volume of Fluid (VOF) has so far not been found in

the literature.

One may find several different methods and models for handling the flow of immiscible fluids. These

approaches may be used to obtain detailed information about the motion and deformation of bubbles or
droplets. The different approaches include the VOF methods [23,24,33,37], Immersed Boundary methods

[24,48], Level Set methods [31,42], Moving-grid methods [3,38], Lattice–Boltzmann methods [50] and

combinations of these methods [9,44]. Numerous authors have presented numerical investigations related

to bubble flows. In most cases, one has focused on non-wobbling bubbles in order to study the rise velocity

and/or the bubble shape [14,27,38,42,45,49,52] and the merging and/or the breakup of bubbles [5,33].

Another topic of common interest is the behavior of lift [10,19,21,28] and multiple bubble interactions

[11,41,44,48]. An investigation of a path-oscillating bubble of fixed shape is presented in [29]. Most of the

investigations have been restricted to bubbles where one or more of the following assumptions are appli-
cable: (i) the flow is axisymmetric, inviscid and/or steady; (ii) the Reynolds number is low; (iii) the density

ratio and/or the viscosity ratio of the fluids are not too large or small; (iv) the surface tension forces are

small and (v) the deformation of the bubbles is small. Several of the above-mentioned reported numerical

results lack accuracy estimates. The comparisons with experimental data have been primarily of qualitative

character only. Of course, reliable numerical methods require validation by estimating the asymptotic

behavior of the approach and estimating the level of accuracy for a given computation for a well-defined

problem.

There are several numerical issues that must be taken into consideration when computing the motion of
air bubbles in water. The high density ratio (about 1000:1) may cause slow convergence and the modeling of

the surface tension force may lead to accuracy problems. Another important issue is the global mass

conservation during the computations. Since the investigation of wobbling bubbles requires simulations

over a long period of integration times, all schemes that do not guarantee mass conservation will, sooner or

later, result in unacceptable mass losses. Level Set (LS) methods and Immersed Boundary (IB) methods

may cause mass losses of the order of 1% after relatively short computational times for full 3D problems

[11,41,43]. However, the difficulty with the IB method can be reduced by introducing an explicit correction

for the error in mass conservation [24,48]. VOF approaches using a mass conservative scheme do not need
explicit mass correction since the losses in general are small (of the order of 100 times less [33,44], related

primarily to convergence or machine accuracy). Other advantages of VOF methods are that bubble break-

up and coalescence are handled implicitly. The main drawback with VOF methods is usually related to the

calculation of the interface curvature. Recent progress in curvature modeling seems to indicate that this

issue is being resolved (cf. [24,34]). However, these curvature models have not yet been tested concerning
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flows of larger Reynolds numbers and high values of density- and viscosity-ratio, which are found for

wobbling air bubbles in water.

Our focus here is on the numerical issues described above and effort is made to perform a detailed,
quantitative comparison with experimental data in order to evaluate the accuracy of the presented ap-

proach. We also evaluate the accuracy for particular test cases of relevance to bubble flows. Path-oscillating

and wobbling air bubbles in water in the Surface Tension Force Dominant regime [47] has been selected for

this study. The bubbles in this regime have an equivalent diameter in the range between the local maximum

of the rise velocity at D � 1:82 mm [7] and the local minimum at D � 6 mm [47].
2. Governing equations

The transport of mass and momentum for an incompressible, isothermal flow of Newtonian fluids may

be expressed in dimensionless form as

uj;j ¼ 0; ð1Þ
q ui;t
�

þ Vi;t þ ujui;j
�
¼ �p;i þ

l ui;j þ uj;i
� �� �

;j

Re
þ q
Fr2

þ jnidint
We

; ð2Þ

where ui is the flow velocity, Vi is a uniform velocity due to the motion of the reference system, p is the

pressure, q is the density, l is the kinematic viscosity, Re ¼ q0UL=l0 is the Reynolds number, Fr ¼ U=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gL

p

is the Froude number, We ¼ q0U
2L=r is the Weber number, j is the interface curvature, ni is the interface

normal and dint is the Dirac’s function which is zero except at the interface. All variables are made di-

mensionless using the density q0, the viscosity l0, the surface tension coefficient r, gravity g and the

characteristic scales for velocity U and length L.
3. Numerical methods

The governing equations (1) and (2) are discretized on a staggered Cartesian grid system, including local

mesh refinements at regions with larger gradients. The formal order of the discretization of the momentum

equations of both phases is third- and fourth-order for the convective and the other terms, respectively.

These equations are integrated in time using an implicit scheme. The implicit problem is solved by a multi-

grid (MG) method as described below.
The pressure–velocity coupling used here is based on the simultaneous update of the dependent vari-

ables, using a SIMPLE like approach, similar to the one for single-phase flows as described in [12]. Here,

however, the variable density and viscosity field are taken into account. In short, the iteration process

consists of a velocity update using the residuals of the momentum equations divided by the diagonal terms

combined with a simultaneous velocity and pressure update using the residual of the continuity equation.

The latter is made in such a way that minimizes the change of the momentum equation residuals. Thus, the

pressure correction (Dp) is computed by the following expressions:

Dp Piþ ;j;l
�

þ Pi� ;j;l þ Pi;jþ ;l þ Pi;j� ;l þ Pi;j;lþ þ Pi;j;l�
�
¼ �h � uk;k; ð3Þ

where

Piþ;j;l ¼ Qiþ;j;l

�
þ
2li;j;l

h
1

�
þ Qiþ ;j;l

Qi� ;j;l

���1

; Qiþ ;j;l ¼
3h
2Dt

qiþ ;j;l þ
8liþ;j;l

h
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and h is the local cell width. The indices i; j; l refer to the computational cell and the indices þ and �
specifies the cell edge, where the components of the velocity vectors are defined on the staggered grid. The

simultaneous velocity correction is obtained by Duiþ;j;l ¼ Piþ ;j;lDp. The values of P , Q and Du for the other
cell edges are obtained using corresponding expressions. The update scheme is applied in a way that keeps

flow symmetry in each Cartesian direction.

As stated above, a MG solver is used to solve the implicit problem in each time step. This solver is highly

efficient and enhances considerably the convergence rate [13]. Certain modifications of the original scheme

(described below) are required for handling the discontinuities in several parameters. The basics of the

multi-grid procedure used here (V-cycle) can be summarized by the following steps:

(1) Consider the system of algebraic equations that is to be solved: Am amð Þ ¼ Bm, where a is the vector of the
dependent variables (ui,p), 16m6M , and where m ¼ 1 is the coarsest grid level and m ¼ M is the finest
one. The V-cycle is started with m ¼ M .

(2) One carries out Nm relaxation sweeps on the given grid level m. The smoothed variable a on grid m is

‘‘restricted’’ to the coarser grid (m� 1) using an averaging (interpolation) scheme, denoted by Imm�1. The

same restriction operator is used both for computing am�1 ¼ Imm�1am and for the residual defect:

Bm�1 ¼ Imm�1 Bm � Am amð Þ½ � þ Am�1 am�1ð Þ.
(3) Set m ¼ m� 1 and repeat Steps 2 and 3 until m ¼ 1.

(4) Make eNm relaxation (smoothing) sweeps on grid level m and transfer (‘‘prolongate’’) the corrections in a
from grid m to the finer one (mþ 1) by the interpolation scheme gImmþ1 using
amþ1 ¼ amþ1 þ gImmþ1 am � Imþ1

m amþ1

� �
.

(5) Set m ¼ mþ 1 and repeat Steps 4 and 5 until m ¼ M .

(6) The MG cycle is repeated until convergence.

The I operators (I and eI ) define the data transfer (interpolation) from one level (superscript) to another

level (subscript). For the prolongation step, eI , second-order accurate Lagrangian interpolation is used for

the corrections in the dependent variables, except for the boundaries of a local refinement where a fourth-

order scheme is applied on the dependent variables themselves. The restriction step is a second- and fourth-

order mass conserving space averaging scheme for the inner domain and at the boundaries, respectively.
Thus, this averaging operator depends on the discretization scheme used for the continuity equation (1).

Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, two V-cycles are used in each time step. In each V-cycle

two simultaneous momentum/continuity sweeps (iterations) and six additional continuity relaxation sweeps

are made on each grid level, except for the coarsest one where more iteration sweeps are made (until a

coarse grid convergence is reached).

The presence of discontinuous fields may compromise the convergence significantly. Hence, a few

issues regarding multi-phase flows have to be addressed in order to maintain the convergence rate for

large density ratio cases. The density field is computed at cell edges on the finest grid level using the
phase distribution (described in the following section) and is transferred to the coarser grids. The density

of one edge of a coarse cell of grid ðm� 1Þ is the average of the corresponding four cell edges on the

finer grid ðmÞ. The viscosity field is obtained at cell centers and the value of a coarse cell on grid ðm� 1Þ
is the average of the corresponding eight cells belonging to the finer grid ðmÞ. In order to maintain

global mass conservation in each iteration, the sum of residuals of the continuity equation on coarser

grids is always corrected to yield zero (i.e., global continuity). In addition, one has to ensure that the

mass fluxes through the boundaries of the locally refined grids are conserved. Without global mass

conservation, the MG solver cannot converge to machine accuracy (only to a level of the order of the
truncation error).

The time integration of the Navier–Stokes equations ((1) and (2)) is done by an implicit scheme using

second-order accurate temporal discretization. The implicit problem is solved by using the MG approach as

described above. Since the smoothing properties of higher-order schemes are less favorable as compared to

lower-order schemes, we use a defect-correction approach for the momentum equations (2) that combines
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the numerical accuracy of the high-order schemes with the numerical efficiency of the lower-order ones. The

basic defect correction approach for solving the equation A að Þ ¼ B can be written as:

Alow aðiþ1Þ
� �

¼ B� Ahigh aið Þ þ Alow aið Þ; ð4Þ

where Alow and Ahigh are the low- and higher-order discrete approximations to A. ai is the approximation in

step i during the iterative process. Obviously, if the iterative process converges, the solution is the same as

solving the higher-order problem directly. The main advantages of using defect corrections are twofold: On

one hand the smoothing properties of the lower-order operator are better in the MG context. Secondly, and

more importantly, it can be shown [13,16] that the number of iterations in solving (2) can be limited to one

or two. The level of accuracy of the result is the same as that of the truncation error, if a single step (i ¼ 0,

in (4)) is used, when the lower and higher order operators are of second- and fourth-orders, respectively.
For time-dependent problems (as the one that is addressed here), it can be shown that a corresponding

approach can be used. That is, the defect can be computed at a given time-step and is used in computing the

higher order defect for the next time-step. The MG solver uses a lower-order scheme (second-order central

differences for all terms in (1) and (2) except for the convective terms for which a first-order upwind scheme

is used). In the higher-order scheme of (2), the second-order approximations are replaced by fourth-order

(inside single phase regions), whereas the first-order is replaced by a third-order upwind scheme (every-

where).

A summary of the numerical methods used throughout this paper is presented in Table 1. A schematic
form of the algorithm used here is as follows:

Given the solution for time-step n� 1, the following algorithm is used for time-step n:
(1) Adjust the grid velocity V n

i (when moving grid is used to follow the moving bubble).

(2) Update the phase field an (described below).

(3) Update density, viscosity and surface tension forces (described below).

(4) Update the defect for high-order accuracy.

(5) Solve for the new pressure and the velocity fields using the MG solver until the convergence condition is

achieved, which completes the solution for time step n.
(6) Set n ¼ nþ 1 and go to (1).
Table 1

Summary of the numerical methods

Multiphase method Eulerian (VOF)

Grid system Cartesian, staggered

Flow solver Simultaneous pressure–velocity coupling

Spatial discretizations Convection/other terms: first/second order

Defect-correction (spatial discretizations) Single-step update of momentum equations

Convection terms: third order

Other terms (single-phase regions): fourth order

Temporal discretization Second-order implicit for velocity

Multigrid Relaxation for u, v, w and p
Interface tracking Phase function a
Phase transport Youngs’s model using Direction Split technique

Interface normal model DAN model

Interface curvature model DAC model

Surface tension model Continuum Surface Force model (CSF)

Time marching Explicit for a, implicit for u, v, w and p
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4. Volume of Fluid

Volume of Fluid is a widely used approach for bubble transport [14,15,23,24,33,37,46]. It is based on the
use of an auxiliary variable a that defines the amount of each fluid in the computational cells and where a is

restricted by 06 a6 1. Both density and viscosity can then be calculated by averaging and using the phase

variable as the weight:

U ¼ Uð2Þ þ Uð1Þ�
� Uð2Þ�~a; ð5Þ

where the indices denote the different fluids and U equals to either q or l. Numerically, one cannot support

a discontinuity by a local polynomial approximation for the discretizations (such as with finite differences

and finite elements). Therefore, the steepest gradients must be resolved on at least 2–3 computational cells

(in each direction). If wider stencils are used, which is the case for higher order schemes, even larger number

of cells has to be used to describe discontinuities if problems due to numerical oscillations are to be avoided.
Therefore, a smoothed (averaged) phase variable ~a is introduced (and hence momentum is not fully con-

served). This is done by employing the following cubic kernel [37]:

~aijk ¼
P

l;m;n almnK Xijk � Xlmn

�� ��; c� �
dx1 dx2 dx3P

l;m;n K Xijk � Xlmn

�� ��; c� �
dx1 dx2 dx3

; ð6Þ

where Kðr; cÞ is defined by

Kðr; cÞ ¼
1� 6 r

c

	 
2
þ 6 r

c

	 
3� �
if r

c <
1
2
;

2 1� r
c

	 
3
else if r

c < 1;

0 otherwise;

8>>><>>>: ð7Þ

where c ¼ 3h is a smoothing length-scale and h is the local cell width.
5. Surface tension modeling

Surface tension effects enter into the momentum equations (2) as a source term. In order to compute the

surface tension force, one has to compute the local curvature of the bubble surface which requires the

computation of the vector normal to the bubble surface. All these steps involve the computation of gra-

dients over the bubble surface, where the dependent variables and physical parameters are discontinuities.

The surface tension forces, i.e., the last term in Eq. (2) can, according to the Continuum Surface Force
(CSF) model, be expressed as

F CSF
i ¼ j

We
nid ¼ j

We
a;i: ð8Þ

The CSF model has been introduced by Brackbill et al. [4]. However, the free-standing interface normal is

needed for both the phase transport and the curvature estimation which are described below. Therefore, the

normal is determined in all cells where 0 < a < 1 using a procedure that is referred to here as the Direction

Averaged Normal (DAN) model. In the DAN model, a rough approximation of the normal is first ob-

tained, using discretization of the a field (ni ¼ a;i) in the region around the computational cell under
consideration (i.e., 33 cells). In order to improve the accuracy of the surface normal, a local coordinate

system ðx1; x2; x3Þ is defined where x3 is parallel to the largest component of the normal (v3). The interface is
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reconstructed using a distance function f which is the distance along v3 from x3 ¼ 0 to the interface. This

distance function is obtained by summation of the a field along v3 using the following definition:

f ðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼
1

2
þ Nup �

Xn¼þNup

n¼�Nlow

aðx1; x2; x3 þ nhÞ; ð9Þ

where Nup ¼ Nlow ¼ 1 is the number of cells in positive/negative v3-direction that is to be included in the

summation and h is the cell width. f can be used to estimate the normal using

nj ax;3 ; f
� �

¼ a;x3
ja;x3 j

ð � f;x1 ;� f;x2 ; 1Þ: ð10Þ

It is sufficient to obtain f at ðx1; x2Þ ¼ ð0;�h=2Þ and ð�h=2; 0Þ to achieve the normal. Fig. 1(a) shows a 2D

example of an a-field and Fig. 1(b) shows the resulting f values which are used to reconstruct the interface

by a plane as shown in Fig. 1(c). This plane corresponds to a volume fraction field (with details given in the
Appendix A) that may not be identical to the original field. For example, in Fig. 1(c) the total volume

fraction of the six cells within �3h=2 < x < h=2 and �3h=2 < z < 3h=2 is 5:04 which differs from the ori-

ginal value of 5:1. Therefore, f is corrected using the difference in the summed volume fractions. This, in

turn, requires an iterative procedure until the convergence of Eq. (10) and f . The iterative procedure is

stable and converges in a small number of iterations. The final result of the normal is shown in Fig. 1(d).

Finally, the normal ðn1; n2; n3Þ is transformed into ðnx; ny ; nzÞ. In summary, the DAN approach reduces the

problem from nðaðx; y; zÞÞ into nða;x3 ; f ðx1; x2; x3 ¼ 0ÞÞ. Compared to the methods of Puckett et al. [33] and

Renardy and Renardy [34] who uses 33 (in 2D they use 32) cells in their minimization procedure, the DAN
approach is much simpler since the number of relaxation variables is reduced to 22 (i.e., f ð�h1=2; 0; 0Þ and
f ð0;�h2=2; 0Þ).

The curvature j ¼ �nj;j is calculated using the Direction Averaged Curvature (DAC) model [23,24]. The

DAC model uses the approach of summation of the a field in maximum normal direction v3 into f in a
z x
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h
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional example of the DAN model.
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similar way as the DAN approach. However, DAC requires 32 values of f ðx1; x2; x3 ¼ 0Þ in order to cal-

culate the curvature using

j ¼ a;x3
ja;x3 j

f;jj
jnj

 
� f;if;jf;ij

jnj3

!
: ð11Þ

In contrast to DAN, cells that are further than one cell away in x3-direction may be required (i.e., outside

the 33 cells) in the summation procedure of Eq. (9) (Nup P 1 and Nlow P 1). This is needed in order to track

all parts of the reconstructed interface in the region of jx1j6 ð3h=2Þ and jx2j6 ð3h=2Þ, which is important in

order to maintain the high accuracy of the DAC approach. A 2D example is shown in Fig. 2 where the
relevant cells that are needed for DAC are shown. The cells that are required to obtain f (i.e., the interface

cells) are found using the DAN model. Both the magnitude of the curvature and the location where the

curvature is computed are used when computing the smoothed values of the curvature (using Eq. (7) as

smoothing kernel) at the vertices of the computational cells that contain fluid of both phases. Furthermore,

the curvature is computed only at computational cells for which jf ð0; 0Þj6 ðh=2Þ. This choice can be

motivated by considering the active cell of Figs. 1(a) and 2(a), i.e., the cell marked with a thick line. The

results for the curvature are the same for these two active cells. One avoids repeated computation of the

curvature by requiring jf ð0; 0Þj6 ðh=2Þ and in this way, the curvature is computed only for the active cell of
Fig. 2(a).

To summarize, the DAC approach requires no iteration procedure and it has been shown to be second-

order accurate by L€orstad et al. [24]. Their investigation also show that the so-called spurious currents due

to the pressure jump at the interface are very small and reduced with second-order accuracy [24]. A

summary of these results is found in L€orstad [23] together with an additional investigation which shows

that the spurious currents vanish with time.
6. Phase transport

Eqs. (1) and (2) have to be complemented by the phase transport equation for a (with 06 a6 1) in order

to identify the local volume fractions of the phases. The phase transport equation expresses the conser-

vation of one of the phases. The second phase is then conserved automatically if the continuity equation is

satisfied. The phase transport equation is

a;t þ uja
� �

;j
¼ 0: ð12Þ
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This equation is solved using the method of Youngs [53] combined with the direction split technique of

Rudman [36]. In the direction-split method, one time step of the 3D problem is solved using three 1D

problems solved one after the other, one in each direction. In order to avoid systematic errors, the order of
the directions is interchanged each time step. For symmetric flow fields, the averaged phase distribution due

to different direction combinations is used in order to maintain the symmetry. This results in a double

number of updates for 2D symmetry and six times more for 3D symmetry.

In order to maintain mass-conservation of the phase update, vanishing divergence of the velocity vector

field is required. For the direction split techniques, however, another problem arises since mass cannot be

conserved until all directions are taken into consideration. Hence, a values larger than unity may arise after

the first sweep which in turn may violate the restriction of 06 a6 1 for the following sweeps. One remedy

for this difficulty is by introducing the effective volume of the cells. Here, the effective volume is defined as

dV k
ijl ¼ dV 0

ijl � Dt
Xk
q¼1

Duqijl
Dxqijl

; ð13Þ

where dV 0
ijl ¼ 1, 16 k6 3 is the number of the sweep (which also defines the direction), i, j and l define the

present cell, Dt is the time step, Dxqijl is the cell size in the q-direction and Duqijl is the difference in velocity

between cell edges in q-direction. Note that dV 3
ijl ¼ 1 since second-order central differences is used for Eq.

(1). The a field is then updated using

anþ1;k
ijl ¼

anþ1;k�1
ijl dV k�1

ijl � DF k
ijl

dV k
ijl

; ð14Þ

where anþ1;0
ijl ¼ anijl, a

nþ1
ijl ¼ anþ1;3

ijl and DF k
ijl is the flux difference of a in the k-direction.

Eq. (14) holds for cells with a ¼ 1 or a ¼ 0. Otherwise, due to the direction split procedure, there is a risk
for small over- or under-shoots. Table 2 and Fig. 3 exemplify such cases when a cell is completely emptied

(Case 1) or filled (Case 2) with one of the phases. For Case 1, if the total amount of a is fluxed out of the cell

(e ¼ q in Table 2 and Fig. 3) then that cell should have ak ¼ 0. The fourth column in Table 2, according to

Eq. (14), shows that this is only the case when dV k�1 ¼ 1, otherwise ak will result in a positive or negative

value. This would happen in the example of Fig. 3 if the y-direction starts the direction split procedure.
Table 2

Examples of over/undershoots of a, where q6 e, U �
out ¼ ðDtUk

outÞ=h and U �
in ¼ 0

Case ak�1 F k
out akdV k : Eq. (14) F k;corr

out : Eq. (15) akdV k : Eqs. (14) and (15)

1 e q dV k�1e� q dV k�1q dV k�1ðe� qÞ
2 1� e U �

out � q 1� ðdV k�1e� qÞ U �
out � dV k�1q 1� dV k�1ðe� qÞ

α=e =1eα
v=0

u=U

u=U u=U

v=U v=0
u=Uv=U

F(in)=0 F(in)=U

F(out)=UqF(out)=q

Case 1 Case 2

Fig. 3. Two-dimensional example of a simple flow field that may completely empty (Case 1) or fill (Case 2) a cell of a.
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Then dV k¼1 > 1 which results in ak¼2 > 0 and hence that cell cannot be completely emptied. The problem is

similar for Case 2. Rider and Kothe [35] also have a similar problem which they solve using redistribution

in order to limit a into the admissible range (06 a6 1) and maintain mass conservation. However, the
problem of not being able to completely empty a cell or to totally fill it remains. Another way to avoid the

problem is to use a flux correction scheme as shown in the last two columns of Table 2.

The fluxes cannot be corrected for filled cells without compromising the accuracy of Eq. (14). Therefore,

the correction is introduced into the computation of the volume flux, that are consistent with a ¼ 0, i.e.,

U � � F , where U � ¼ UDt=h and F is the flux of a. Hence, the outgoing flux in Eq. (14) is replaced by

F k;corr
out ¼ dV k�1ðF k

out � U �
outÞ þ dV corrU �

out; ð15Þ

where dV corr is between 1 and dV k�1 and is obtained using linear interpolation between the 4 ‘‘extreme’’

cases in Table 3, which results in

dV corr ¼ dV k�1 þ ð1� dV k�1Þn; ð16Þ

where

n ¼
n1 ¼ F k

out=U
k
out if jn1 � 1

2
jP jn2 � 1

2
j;

n2 ¼
a�F k

out

1�Uk
out

if jn1 � 1
2
j < jn2 � 1

2
j:

(
ð17Þ

In order to estimate the outgoing fluxes Youngs’s method is used [53]. This method is chosen due to its

ability to keep the interface sharp. Youngs’s method is based upon a geometrical strategy as opposed to

finite difference discretizations. A straightforward way to calculate the Youngs’s fluxes is presented below

with the help of Fig. 4.

(1) For each cell which contains the interface, i.e., where 0 < a < 1, the normal nj is obtained using the

DAN method.
U
dy

dx

Phase1 

Phase 2 

n

dx

dy dy

dx

Phase 1

Udt

Phase 2 

n

2 Interface reconstruction

1 1

1

1

0.7

0.8

0.1

00.2

phase field gradient
1  Normal estimated from 3 Flux  estimation

C
Flux

Fig. 4. Two-dimensional example of phase transport using Youngs’s model.

Table 3

‘‘Extreme’’ cases related to flux of a

Case Meaning Condition dV corr

1 Minimum flux out of cell F k
out=U

k
out ¼ 0 dV k�1

2 Maximum flux out of cell F k
out=U

k
out ¼ 1 1

3 Emptying a cell ða� F k
outÞ=ð1� Uk

outÞ ¼ 0 dV k�1

4 Filling a cell ða� F k
outÞ=ð1� Uk

outÞ ¼ 1 1
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(2) The interface is reconstructed using a plane njxj ¼ dp, which is obtained using nj and the volume frac-

tion a of the present cell (see the Appendix A).

(3) The plane is moved in the outflow direction according to U �
out ¼ uout dt=dx.

(4) The volume fraction C is calculated using the fluxed volume and the moved plane (see Appendix A).
(5) The flux of a out of the cell is determined using C.

Advection tests in 3D, similar to Rudman’s 2D tests [36], have been performed where a spherical shape is

placed in different analytical steady flow fields. The time-step is determined from a CFL condition of 0.2.

Fig. 5(left) shows the averaged error of the entire domain, defined as
P

ðja� aexactjÞ=
P

ðaexactÞ, versus cell
size and time for unidirectional flow where the flow vector is ð1; 3=2; 2Þ. Fig. 5(right) shows the error for a
rotating flow field where the sphere is advected and deformed by the flow for a certain period of time as

shown in the figure, where after it is advected back again. Hence, a perfect advection scheme would return

the initial shape. The initial sphere center is placed at ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð2; 2; 1Þ=4, the sphere has a radius of
R ¼ 0:2 and the flow field is given by

U ¼
u ¼ cosðxÞ sinðyÞ � sinðzÞ cosðxÞ;
v ¼ � sinðxÞ cosðyÞ þ cosðyÞ sinðzÞ;
w ¼ � sinðyÞ cosðzÞ þ cosðzÞ sinðxÞ:

8<: ð18Þ

The figures show second-order accurate behavior in space for the unidirectional flow and for small de-

formations for the rotating flow whereas for the large deformations after a long period of time, the accuracy

reduces slightly. In a similar manner, the error increases roughly proportional with time for both cases,

however, for the rotating flow the error increases faster after some time. Fig. 6 shows the highly deformed

shape at time t ¼ 8 and the maximum error is in general found in the region were the gradients of the shape
are high, as in the part to the far left in the figure.

The advection tests also show that the mass losses are less than 10�11% which confirms the mass con-

servative properties of the scheme (to machine accuracy) for divergence free flow fields. However, the

scheme assumes zero velocity divergence uj;j in order to maintain mass conservation and this is, as a general

rule, not the case when a phase transport model is coupled with a Navier–Stokes solver. The reason is that

small residuals are often accepted since they are believed to have a small influence on the solution of the

flow field. For two-phase flows, however, these residuals may act as sinks/sources of mass and integrated
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Fig. 6. A deformed sphere in a rotating flow field at t ¼ 8 (D=h ¼ 64).
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over time they may become the most significant error and limit the time for which a computation is rea-

sonably accurate. Therefore, it is important that a numerical scheme enables integration of multi-phase
flows during a long period of time.
7. Results

First, we consider some cases concerning bubbles that have modest density jumps relative to the sur-

rounding liquid. The Reynolds number (Re) is also relatively low. These cases are used to investigate the

accuracy of the method. Further results include the computations of 3D high Re air bubbles in water and
the results are compared with corresponding results in the literature.

7.1. Stokes flow

The Stokes flow (Re ¼ 10�6) past a fixed liquid sphere has been considered first. The density ratio

qouter=qbubble is equal to 2 and the viscosity ratio louter=lbubble is either 1, 2 or 10. The fixed sphere (no phase

transport is used) is placed in the middle of a cube of sides equal to 2 diameters and the analytical solution

[32] is defined on the boundaries. Table 4 shows the order of accuracy of the L2- and L1-norm of the error of
the flow field and the bubble velocity. The bubble velocity is obtained using summation over all cells:
Table 4

Order of accuracy for the flow around a fixed liquid sphere (Re ¼ 10�6)

Grids l1=l2 ¼ 1 l1=l2 ¼ 2 l1=l2 ¼ 10

D=h L2 L1 Wb L2 L1 Wb L2 L1 Wb

8 16 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.0 1.2 1.5

16 32 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.5 1.6 1.6 0.8 1.1 1.5

32 64 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.3 1.4 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.4

64 128 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 0.9 1.0 1.2
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Wb ¼
P

wð1� aÞP
ð1� aÞ ; ð19Þ

where a ¼ 0 defines the bubble region. The order of accuracy n is obtained by computing

Lsolution ¼ Lanalytical þ Chn ð20Þ

for different grids where C is assumed to be a constant. The results indicate that the solution is second-order
accurate when the viscosity ratio is equal to unity. However, the viscosity model of Eq. (5) seems to in-

troduce a first-order error of the solution. The underlying reason for this can be understood from the

following example. Consider the flow past a flat fluid–fluid interface where the velocity profile is linear. The

shear-stress is then constant and there is a velocity discontinuity at the surface according to

sxy ¼ lð1Þuð1Þx;y ¼ lð2Þuð2Þx;y where the flow is in x-direction and the surface normal is in the y-direction. The

indices ð1Þ and ð2Þ represent the two different fluids. In addition, consider three cells in y-direction across

the interface such that aj�1 ¼ 0, aj ¼ b and ajþ1 ¼ 1 where the interface position is defined by b. The an-

alytical velocity difference equals then

ujþ1 � uj�1 ¼ sxyh
1=2þ b
lð1Þ

�
þ 3=2� b

lð2Þ

�
:

The corresponding discretization results in

ujþ1 � uj�1 ¼ sxyh
1

ljþ1=2

 
þ 1

lj�1=2

!
:

When the viscosity model of Eq. (5) is applied, the result is a first-order error in the velocity difference.

Hence, an improved viscosity model is required in order to achieve second-order accuracy in 3D.

Furthermore, the investigation presented in Table 4 shows that the bubble velocity seems to be an

appropriate measure of the order of accuracy, even though it seems to introduce an additional second-order
error since the order is slightly larger than the L2- and L1-norm (defined as

Lp ¼ f
PN

n¼1 jusolutionn � uexactn jp=Ng1=p) when the viscosity ratio is different from unity. This measure will be

used for the accuracy assessments in the following bubble computations where the analytical flow field is

unknown.

7.2. Rising bubble at modest Re and density ratio

The next test case concerns the rise of a bubble at modest Re and density ratio as defined in Table 5. The
initially spherical bubble is placed in a large domain in a zero velocity field and it is tracked as it accelerates

due to gravity. All variables are made dimensionless using the equivalent diameter D (defined from: Bubble

volume¼ pD3=6), the reference velocity U ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p
and the time scale s ¼ D=U . A grid that follows the

bubble and a sequence of locally refined grids around the bubble are used as depicted in Fig. 7. No-slip

condition is used on all boundaries, where the no-slip boundary velocity is defined from the moving ref-

erence system (see Eq. (2)).
Table 5

Computational cases for a rising light bubble at low Re

Case q1=q2 l1=l2 Re Fr We

1 2 1 10 1 1
2 2 2 10 1 1
3 2 1 10 1 40
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Fig. 7. The arrangement of the computational domain with locally refined grids. Each level is refined by a factor 2 in each direction.
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The bubble motion is computed using different grid sizes of 66D=h6 64 and the time step equals 0:32h,
where h is the cell size. Fig. 8(left) shows the bubble velocity versus time for the different bubbles. It shows

that the bubble velocity is similar for the different cases and that the time gradients are small at t ¼ 10
dimensionless time units. Fig. 8(right) shows the bubble velocity versus grid refinement at t ¼ 10. It shows a

smooth grid convergence as the grid is refined and the order of accuracy is presented in Table 6. The bubble
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Table 6

Order of accuracy, n, for different parameter values (Re ¼ 10, Fr ¼ 1 and ðq1=q2Þ ¼ 2)

Case 1 2 3

We 1 1 40

l1=l2 1 2 1

Grids (D=h) n

24 12 6 1.9 1.7 1.6

32 16 8 1.9 1.7 2.4

48 24 12 1.9 1.6 2.0

64 32 16 2.1 1.6 2.0
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velocity is obtained using Eq. (19) and the order of accuracy corresponding to the results of three different

grids is obtained using Eq. (20). Table 6 shows that for a free moving bubble, including surface tension and

modest values of Re and density ratio, the bubble velocity shows a second-order accurate behavior.
However, a viscosity ratio different from unity results in a reduced accuracy which is in agreement with the

Stokes flow case. Fig. 9 shows the resulting shapes and flow fields which in turn show that the bubble of

lowest bubble viscosity and with no surface tension effect (Fig. 9b) is subject to the largest deformation. In

addition, both bubbles of We ¼ 1 slowly deform since there are no surface tension forces to prevent it. This

explains the normal velocity at the rear stagnation point, since the wake effect is about to break into the

bubble and later on may cause a bubble torus. Hence, they are not close to a steady state, in contrast to the

small gradients of Fig. 8(left).

7.3. Ellipsoidal air bubbles in water

The final test case concerns the full 3D computation of air bubbles moving in water. Effort is made to

perform a detailed, quantitative comparison with experimental data in order to assess the accuracy of the

presented approach. Extensive grid refinement studies are carried out and comparisons to several references
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Fig. 9. The flow field and bubble shape for D=h ¼ 64 at t ¼ 10 for a rising bubble at Re ¼ 10, where a, b and c correspond to case 1, 2

and 3 in Table 5.
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for different bubble sizes and quantities are made. The comparisons include both transient and steady

results. There is a rather extensive amount of literature concerning experimental investigations of single air

bubbles in quiescent water rising due to gravity in a large domain [1,2,6–8,18,17,20,22,47]. The quality of
the water used in the experiments is a critical issue (especially for small bubbles) [26,51,54]. Another im-

portant factor is the bubble release technique [47]. These factors are assumed to be the main reasons for the

large scatter in the experimental data.

The calculations have been performed using the same grid structure and initial/boundary conditions as in

the previous section (see Fig. 7). The fluid properties of water and air for density, viscosity and surface

tension coefficient are as follows: qwater ¼ 998, qair ¼ 1:2 kg/m3, lwater ¼ 1:003� 10�3, lair ¼ 1:8� 10�5 kg/

(m s) and r ¼ 0:0728 kg/s2. All scales are made dimensionless using the fluid properties as well as D, U and s
as defined in Table 7. Four bubble sizes in the ellipsoidal region [6] are chosen in the range of 1:826D6 6
mm. By making this choice one includes the full transition region between the stable, rectilinear, axi-

symmetric bubble rise of D6 1:82 mm [7] and the unstable, oscillatory 3D motion of the larger bubbles. The

grid size range is 166D=h6 48 and the time step is equal to 0:08h. The computations have been continued

for at least 100 dimensionless time units for all bubble sizes for D=h6 32. Thus, we can assess the long time

flow statistics for the wobbling bubbles. Additional computations using D=h ¼ 48 have been performed for

those bubble sizes where the asymptotic behavior indicated that the coarse grid results have to be re-

computed using a finer grid. The errors due to the size of the time-step and convergence criteria are also

investigated and confirmed to be very small when compared with the errors resulting from the spatial
resolution (i.e. the grid size).

In order to control the break down of the axi-symmetric motion into a 3D motion, an initial disturbance

is added as a body force orthogonal to the gravity direction. This disturbance is decreased linearly with time

until the disturbance vanishes at time t ¼ 1 dimensionless unit. The magnitude of the initial disturbance in

the x-direction is one-tenth of the magnitude of the gravity and half of that quantity in the y-direction.

Fig. 10 shows the bubble z-velocity versus position for D ¼ 4 mm and different grid sizes with and without

the initial disturbance. The symbols from the calculations are placed one time unit apart. Comparison with

the experimental data of Aybers and Tapucu [1] shows good agreement for the initial stage of the bubble
rise, even though the experiments have been performed on 4.18 mm bubbles in contaminated water of

T � 28� C. The transient behavior of the bubble velocity is very different after some time (t > 6 or z=D > 6)

when comparing the results with or without the initial disturbance as shown in Fig. 10. The bubble behavior

for different types of initial disturbances is an interesting topic since it may help to understand the physics

that would explain why the motion of the bubbles are so highly sensitive to small perturbations [18,47].

These issues are, however, beyond the scope of this work.

Without any initial disturbances, the bubbles remain axi-symmetrical until about t ¼ 8. Thereafter, the

bubble shape loses its symmetry and becomes fully 3D for t > 8, as is noted in Fig. 11(left). The figure
shows how the x-velocity of the bubble grow from round-off accuracy and that more iterations per time

step have small influence on the speed the bubble loses its axi-symmetry. However, the breakdown of

symmetry is grid-dependent, hence, it makes no physical sense to study that without a well-defined dis-

turbance that has a significantly stronger effect than the grid.
Table 7

Computational cases for air bubbles in water rising due to gravity

Case D (mm) U (m/s) s (ms) Re Fr We

1 1.82 0.36 5.06 652 0.98 4.66

2 2.5 0.309 8.09 769 1.20 3.08

3 4 0.237 16.9 942 1.97 3.27

4 6 0.238 25.2 1421 2.69 3.23
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Fig. 11(right) shows the shape of the bubble and the flow field at time t ¼ 8. The a contour is shown for

different values in order to show that the phase transport scheme keeps the interface sharp and does not

result in unphysical spots of a inside or outside the bubble. This indicates also that the phase transport

scheme does not suffer from excessive numerical diffusion.

Fig. 12(left) shows the error in mass versus time for different number of V-cycles per time step. The

results show that the losses in mass decrease exponentially with the number of iterations. Fig. 12(right)

shows how the velocity corrections decrease with the number of V-cycles both for an air bubble and for the

modest Re case (Case 3 in Table 5). The corrections are defined as the maximum correction in w-velocity
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within a multi-grid V-cycle during one time step divided by the bubble velocity. Time t ¼ 1 dimensionless

time unit is chosen since both cases are in the acceleration phase at that time. The reason for the exponential

behavior is that the error in mass is mainly due to the residuals of the continuity equation. These residuals

are composed mainly of high-frequency error components which are eliminated exponentially with the

number of iterations as shown in Fig. 12(right). The results also indicate that the convergence properties of

the current method are insensitive to density-ratio, viscosity-ratio or Re. In comparison, Rudman [37]

needed a computational time which was approximately twice as long for density ratios of 1000 as opposed

to small density ratios. Furthermore, when using only two V-cycles, the mass losses are less than 0:001%
which is significantly below the losses of about 0:01% reported for other VOF approaches [33,44].

Fig. 13 shows the bubble velocity in the rise direction (left) and the velocity magnitude (right) versus the

equivalent diameter for different grid sizes for both numerical results and experimental data. The results

show that the bubble of D ¼ 1:82 mm (which reaches a steady state) requires finer grids in order to obtain a
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solution with reasonable accuracy due to the significant refinement dependency. This is not surprising since

Re is high (see Table 7) and hence finer grids are needed to resolve the boundary layer of the bubble

compared to the previous cases of Re6 10. The diameter of D ¼ 1:82 mm is the limit between the axi-
symmetric rise of smaller bubbles and fully 3D rise of larger bubbles [7]. For the larger oscillatory bubbles

the grid dependence is smaller despite the larger Re. Hence, the importance of resolving the bubble

boundary layer seems to be less for those, at least for integrated properties such as the bubble velocity, and

coarse grids may be sufficient to compute the basic physics for bubbles well inside the oscillatory (wobbling)

region. We also note that the secondary motion (drift and wobbling) is more sensitive to spatial resolution

than the bubble z-velocity. For the same reason the velocity magnitude requires finer grids in order to

obtain a small grid dependence. All numerical results as well as the asymptotic behavior for D ¼ 1:82 mm

seem to be within the range of the scatter of the experimental data. In addition, the shape oscillation of the
bubble of D ¼ 2:5 is negligible while it is significant for the larger bubbles of D ¼ 4 and 6 mm. This is also in

agreement with the experimental results.

Fig. 14 show instantaneous shapes of a wobbling air bubble of D ¼ 4 mm rising in water due to gravity.

The figure clearly shows the un-symmetric bubble shape due to the wobbling deformation. Fig. 15(left)

shows the velocity development where it is shown that the wobbling spiraling behavior is obtained fast and

that the development of the transverse velocity components (u and v) differ due to the different disturbance

amplitudes in x- and y-directions.

Fig. 15(right) shows the dominating path-oscillating frequency versus the diameter. The frequency
content of the rise velocity is used in this figure. This frequency is approximately twice as large as the

frequency corresponding to the velocities in the transversal directions. The scatter in the experimental data

is large and the numerical results seem reasonable when compared to those data. Saffman [39] also mea-

sured the frequency of bubbles and obtained corresponding frequencies of around 14 Hz for zig-zagging

bubbles and 10 Hz for spiral motion which agree well to our results. There are no results for coarse grids for

D ¼ 2:5 mm since the initial path-oscillation is damped and the final motion results in a non-wobbling and

uniform velocity.

In order to investigate the mass losses after a long period of time, the relative mass losses for the bubble
of D ¼ 4 mm are presented here: 8� 10�6, 4� 10�5 and 8� 10�5 at time equal to 8, 50 and 100 units,
Fig. 14. Instantaneous shapes of a wobbling air bubble of D ¼ 4 mm for D=h ¼ 32 at t ¼ 100 (left) and t ¼ 105 (right).
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respectively (on a grid with D=h ¼ 32 and using two V-cycles). The mass losses at t ¼ 8 are similar to the
results of the symmetric case in Fig. 12(left) where two V-cycles are used. The losses are approximately

proportional with time and the trend is similar for different grid sizes. Hence, the mass losses are less than

0.01% also for simulations during a long period of time even though only two V-cycles are used.

The boundary effects are also investigated for the bubble of D ¼ 4 mm and D=h ¼ 32. The effect of the

walls (parallel to the bubble motion) on the bubble velocity is estimated to be less than 1% [17]. The effect of

the outlet is also assumed to be small since the distance from the bubble center to the outlet is

Loutlet
bubble ¼ 18:25D. Norberg [30] concluded that the distance should be around 20D or more in order to get

negligible effects on the oscillating flow behind a cylinder unless high accurate outflow boundary conditions
are used. In order to verify that the boundary effects are small, an additional calculation is performed where

the grid system is the same as in Fig. 7 but the global domain size is 24D2 � 48D and Loutlet
bubble ¼ 36:25D. The

results for the different grids for bubble velocity and frequency differ only 0.1–0.3%, which verifies that the

selected domain size in Fig. 7 is sufficiently large.

The terminal aspect ratio (height/width at steady state) is calculated for bubbles with D ¼ 1:82 mm. The

results for D=h ¼ 16, 24, 32 and 48 are 0.75, 0.69, 0.65 and 0.63, respectively. Duineveld [7] measured the

aspect ratio to around 0.52 which confirms the asymptotic trend of the computations. It should be em-

phasized that if higher accuracy is required, better resolution of the bubble may be required. This may be
achieved by using body-fitted moving grids. McLaughlin [27] computed bubbles around this size using a

body-fitted, axisymmetric grid neglecting the gas phase and he obtained an aspect ratio about 0.59. No grid

sensitivity study was presented though. In spite of the resolution requirements when using Cartesian grids,

it is believed that by improving the local grid refinement procedure, the current VOF approach has clear

advantages in terms of accuracy and numerical efficiency over non-Cartesian grid approaches.
8. Concluding remarks

A Volume of Fluid method for high-density ratio bubble flows has been presented and evaluated. The

main features of the presented approach can be summarized as follows:

(1) The phase transport model based on Youngs’s method combined with the DAN model is shown to be

second-order accurate, non-diffusive, mass conservative and without over- or under-shoots of the phase

variable.
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(2) The discretization scheme including the high-accurate and highly efficient defect-correction scheme

shows a global second-order accurate behavior when applied to bubble flow of modest Re and density

ratio. In contrast, the results obtained using the viscosity model which is commonly used with VOF is

only first-order accurate.
(3) The multi-phase flow solver is shown to be efficient and to converge exponentially with the number of it-

erations. In addition, the convergence rate is not sensitive to large values in density ratio, viscosity ratio or

Re.
(4) The mass losses are shown to be very small, proportional to the residuals in the continuity equation and

can be reduced to machine accuracy. No other VOF method has been reported to result in comparable

values with respect to this topic.

(5) The high accurate surface tension model which is based on the DAC model has been used successfully

for wobbling air bubbles in water at high Re. Previous investigations using high accurate surface tension
models for VOF [24,34] have only considered low values of density ratio, viscosity ratio and/or Re.
Thus, one of the main issues in using VOF; namely, the difficulty of accurate surface tension force mod-

eling is now remedied.

Hence, the presented VOF method is superior when high density ratio, surface tension and mass con-

servation are important factors, which is the case for wobbling bubbles.

We have computed bubbles at low Re as well as wobbling air bubbles in water at higher Re. Extensive
grid convergence studies have been performed and the results show reasonable (quantitative) agreement

with experimental data. The air bubble computations included bubbles in the range of equivalent diameters
of 1:826D6 6 mm. In these cases an initial disturbance has been added in order to trigger a 3D oscillatory

motion. The results indicate that the resolution of D=h ¼ 32 is sufficient for the larger bubbles (3 < D < 6

mm) for computing the basic features of the flow, such as bubble shape oscillations, wake dynamics and

path-instabilities. Finer grids are recommended when studying bubbles in the transition range (bifurcation)

between rectilinear and wobbling bubble rise (1:5 < D < 3 mm).
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Appendix A. Volume fraction calculation

Here, we present a way to calculate the volume fractions of a cube which is cut into two parts by a plane.

We also discuss how to obtain the plane equation njxj ¼ d using a normal and a volume fraction.

First, the plane equation is sought. The difficulty is greatly reduced if the cell is scaled into a unity cube,

the plane scaled similarly and the corresponding normals sorted according to

n1 ¼ maxðjnxj; jny j; jnzjÞ;
n3 ¼ minðjnxj; jny j; jnzjÞ;
n2 ¼ jnxj þ jny j þ jnzj � n1 � n3:

8<: ðA:1Þ

These relations lead to n1 P n2 P n3 P 0. The distance to the plane which involves the corner q is dq defined
from corner q ¼ 1 which is the corner furthest away from the plane in the normal direction, i.e., inside the
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region of a ¼ 1. The corresponding volume of the sliced cube between the plane and the corner number 1 is

Vq. dq and Vq are defined as

d1 ¼ 0; V1 ¼ 0;
d2 ¼ n3; V2 ¼ n23=ð6n1n2Þ;
d3 ¼ n2; V3 ¼ ð3n22 � 3n2n3 þ n23Þ=ð6n1n2Þ;
d4 ¼ minðn1; n2 þ n3Þ; V4 ¼ 2d4�n2�n3

2n1
þ maxð0;n2þn3�d4Þ3

6n1n2n3
;

d5 ¼ d8 � d4; V5 ¼ 1� V4;
d6 ¼ d8 � d3; V6 ¼ 1� V3;
d7 ¼ d8 � d3; V6 ¼ 1� V3;
d8 ¼ n1 þ n2 þ n3; V8 ¼ 1:

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
ðA:2Þ

Due to the symmetric behavior of Eq. (A.2), the symmetric volume fraction is introduced: as ¼
minða; 1� aÞ. The corresponding distance between corner number 1 and the plane can be calculated by the

following interpolation:

ds ¼

ð6asn1n2n3Þ1=3 if as < V2;
1
2
n3 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n1n2as �

n2
3

12

q
else if as < V3;

Solve f3ðdsÞ ¼ 0 else if as < V4;
Solve f4ðdsÞ ¼ 0 else if n1 < n2 þ n3;
d4 þ ðd5 � d4Þ as�V4

1�2V4
otherwise;

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ðA:3Þ

where

f3ðdÞ ¼
�d3

3
þ ðn2 þ n3Þd2 � ðn22 þ n23Þd � 2as þ

n32 þ n33
3

;

f4ðdÞ ¼
�d3

3
þ ðn1 þ n2 þ n3Þd2 � ðn21 þ n22 þ n23Þd � 2as þ

n31 þ n32 þ n33
3

;

ðA:4Þ

The distance d from corner q ¼ 1 may then be obtained using

d ¼ ds if a6 1
2
;

d8 � ds otherwise:

�
ðA:5Þ

Finally, the resulting plane n1xþ n2y þ n3z ¼ d can be transformed into nxxþ nyy þ nzz ¼ njxj ¼ dp, where
ðnx; ny ; nzÞ is the original normal vector and dp ¼ dm � d is the distance between the plane and the cell corner

of minimum x, y and z where

dm ¼ maxð0; nx; ny ; nz; nx þ ny ; nx þ nz; ny þ nz; nx þ ny þ nzÞ: ðA:6Þ

Next, seek the volume fraction a of a cube which is cut by a known plane. a is obtained using the symmetric

volume fraction as by
as ¼ p

d3 if d < d2;
n3ðn23 � 3n3d þ 3d2Þ else if d < d3;
n32 þ n33 � 3ðn22 þ n23Þd þ 3ðn2 þ n3Þd2 � d3 else if d < d4;P

n3i � 3ð
P

n2i Þd þ 3ð
P

niÞd2 � 2d3 else if n1 < n2 þ n3;

V4 þ ð1� 2V4Þ d�d4
d5�d4

	 

=p otherwise;

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ðA:7Þ
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a ¼ as if d 6 ðd8=2Þ;
1� as otherwise;

�
ðA:8Þ

where d ¼ minðdm � dp; d8 � dm þ dpÞ and p ¼ 1=6n1n2n3.
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